
For advisors, managing investment strategies is the easy part, or at least easier. Managing

clients, by contrast, can be far more challenging, particularly when market storms are

raging.

That’s old news if you’ve been on the receiving end of a plea to “sell everything.” Sure, the

client previously signed off on a long-term strategy and pledged to overlook short-term

noise for building wealth to fund retirement, paying the kids’ college tuition, and other

big-picture financial goals. But the commitment was probably made when a bullish aura

hung over the financial markets.

As every wealth manager eventually learns, finance theory falls apart when academic models of investor behavior meet

the real world. Clients aren’t always rational when it comes to the money game. When markets turn volatile, emotion can

take control. During these periods, otherwise intellectually stable investors have been known to make poor short-term

decisions, sometimes with dire long-term consequences, such as selling at or near the bottom of a bear market.

Behavioral risk, in other words, is a far bigger potential threat to investing success for individuals compared with

managing market risk per se. It’s your job to keep clients from shooting themselves in the foot. There are obvious

strategies for managing the standard threats, such as diversifying across asset classes and periodic rebalancing. Helping

clients avoid self-inflicted setbacks linked to emotional decisions, by contrast, is a much bigger challenge.

Managing the behavioral aspects of investing may not be easy, but it’s critical because the potential for blowback is huge.

Years of investment success can quickly reverse if emotion is allowed to dominate when market volatility spikes and

prices plunge.

This is more than an academic observation, according to a recent study that analyzed market returns versus what the

average individual investor actually earned.

“Investors so often cost themselves money because the behaviors elicited by short-term focus are almost always

irrational,” notes Dalbar’s current Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior, which reviews data through 2016’s close.

“While many investors set a course of action that is based on a well-planned rationale and consider the full time horizon,
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those plans can take a back seat when fear or exuberance sets in.”

Behavioral biases can’t be eliminated entirely, but the best advisors recognize that a key part of their value-added service

should focus on keeping clients from doing the wrong thing at the wrong time. How do they do it? For some insight, I

recently talked with several wealth managers.

“The biggest challenge for advisors like me is introducing these [behavioral] concepts to clients in a productive way,”

says Mario Yngerto at Genesis Wealth Management in Coral Gables, Fla. One path is writing about these issues through

blogging and email, he explains.

In a January blog post he penned on affinity bias—“a person’s general tendency to make irrational, potentially

uneconomical, choices,” Yngerto advised clients to face the challenge head-on. The “first step” in overcoming emotional

bias is recognizing that the bias exists, he writes. “By reading this article, you’ve taken that step and can identify the

problem.”

Laying the groundwork for a healthy advisor-client relationship early on is critical, says Gary Whitehurst, executive vice

president at JOYN Advisors, an Atlanta-based wealth manager. “We do a lot of up-front work to make sure clients are

educated” about market volatility, adding that “this is a conversation we don’t want to have when bullets are flying.”

The foundation for keeping clients focused on the big picture is recognizing that the stakes are high. Citing Dalbar’s latest

quantitative study of investor behavior, Jason Labrum of Labrum Wealth Management in Carlsbad, Calif. points to

historical data that shows a huge gap between what investors earn on average compared with raw market performance.

For the 30-year period through the end of 2016, for example, the S&P 500 generated a bit more than 10% a year. The

annual average investor return via equity mutual funds, by contrast, is less than half that pace, at slightly below an

annualized 4%. The stark difference, he says, is due to “behavioral blunders.”

Labrum explains that “we help clients avoid the great behavioral blunders that most investors make by educating them

on academic and empirical evidence.” A key part of Labrum’s educational focus is “helping clients understand that even a

100% equity portfolio isn’t risky unless you allow your emotions to turn [a market decline] into a loss.” In other words,

“risk isn’t the same as volatility.”

The age-old advice to know your client may sound trite, but it’s a recurring theme among advisors interviewed for this

story. The process of understanding each investor’s unique financial profile has the added benefit of enhancing

confidence in a relationship.

“Building trust through communication is very important,” observes David Allison, co-founder of Allison Investment

Management in the firm’s Wrightsville Beach, N.C. office. “Even if you’ve designed a great portfolio, if a client doesn’t

trust or listen to you to stay the course, you’ve almost wasted your time.”

Brittain Prigge, a founding partner and head of relationship management at Balentine, a wealth-management shop in

Atlanta, notes that there’s no substitute for working with clients during high-stress events. “You have to live through this

stuff with people,” she says, noting that advisors can learn a lot by observing how clients react when faced with portfolio
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loss, personal challenges, and other issues that make for bumpy roads in financial planning.

She adds that it’s also important to listen, even if a client’s economic logic seems misguided. Prigge notes that for some

clients the best advice may not be the ideal from a financial-planning perspective. “Sometimes it’s about what allows a

client to sleep at night.” Advisors should steer them away from poor investment decisions, but “we’ve also got to

remember that it’s the client’s money.”

Compromise may be necessary in some cases. Prigge recalls a client who became stressed after a run of market volatility.

Later, she worked with the individual to design a plan to never let the portfolio slip below a pre-specified level. It may not

have been the optimal portfolio strategy, but the plan gave the client a degree of comfort, she notes.

Labrum agrees that some clients may need to hold a portfolio that’s less about delivering the best outcome versus

keeping them invested in a strategy that won’t freak them out during market corrections. Overall, it’s crucial to educate

clients on managing expectations about volatility and coach them on riding out the rough periods, he explains.

“I’m on the other end of the phone telling them that capitalism isn’t going to die,” Labrum says. But for some folks, the

only solution for sidestepping behavioral blunders is putting them in a low-risk strategy.

“There are some people who just don’t get it,” laments Yngerto. He recounts that one former client succumbed to the

darker side of emotion and sold out in early 2009, just before the market bottomed and began a recovery that’s still

unfolding, eight years later.

Having learned a thing or two during the 2008-2009 crash, Yngerto says he’s wary of accepting new clients who may be

reluctant to take advice. Engineering professionals could be problematic, he says. “They analyze things to death. They

think if they have more control they can achieve their pre-determined outcome.”

Another challenging client profile: A wealthy executive with a heavy allocation in the shares of their employer. “They’ve

worked for a company for 40 years and own the stock and they’re anchored to it—there’s an emotional link.”

You just can’t help certain people, Yngerto concludes. That’s the exception to the rule, but it’s something to be aware of,

he says. “Prospective clients interview me, but I’m interviewing them, too.”

Standard practice for evaluating client personalities, and thereafter matching the results with an appropriate asset

allocation, is assessing a person’s ability (or not) to emotionally endure short-term portfolio drawdowns. Most advisors

recognize that a mismatch between personality type and investment strategy could end in tears all around. The greatest

portfolio design in the world is worthless if an investor can’t stick with the program.

The challenge is figuring out how to analyze the various personality types for investors. Asking clients to answer key

questions is one solution.

A 2012 paper in the Journal of Financial Planning noted that “there is strong evidence that proper assessment of loss

aversion is essential to assessing whether clients are capable of maintaining their risky asset allocations following a

decline in equity prices.” Well-designed risk-tolerance questionnaires can help. “Questions based on loss aversion and

self-assessment should be used when determining the portfolio allocation of clients,” write the authors of “Risk

Tolerance Questions to Best Determine Client Portfolio Allocation Preferences.”
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Some advisors pen their own set of questions, perhaps by adapting a basic template offered from, say, Vanguard. Others

turn to professional services, such as FinaMetrica, for a deeper dive on risk profiling.

A growing number of advisors look to software for answers. Balentine’s Prigge says her firm recently started using

Riskalyze, a web-based system that “objectively calculates an investor’s true risk tolerance,” according to the firm’s

website. She reports that the software works reasonably well, in part because “it makes you have a conversation [with

clients] in a quantitative way.” It’s a useful tool, she explains, but only as a supplement. “Nothing makes up for time and

history with a client” for understanding how they think and how they’re likely to react in a bear market.

Sherman Wealth Management in Gaithersburg, Md. also uses Riskalyze. In fact, the advisory firm’s web page offers a

link to the site. Anyone can crunch the numbers by providing a name and email address for an answer to the question:

“What is your risk number?”

“We use Riskalyze as a starting point for a conversation,” says Brad Sherman, president at the firm. “We then move into

a financial-planning discussion and make sure that the risk that they say they’re willing to take on [matches] the risk that

they can stomach”—a discovery process that’s supported by backtesting and questions that the firm has developed

internally.

But software-based evaluations of risk tolerance have gaps, Sherman continues, such as employment risk. A client who

works for a company and also owns a fair amount of the firm’s stock may be an issue that needs additional attention for

estimating risk tolerance. Overall, there’s a qualitative aspect to profiling clients that may not be fully captured in a

software package.

Fielding calls or visits by stressed clients is usually the acid test for advisors. How you react to questions—or demands—

in those crucial first few minutes can determine success or failure for managing client behavioral risk.

Responding by initially emphasizing that market corrections are temporary and so it’s best to focus on long-term goals

can backfire, says JOYN’s Gary Whitehurst. “When clients are calling us with a rash decision, they’re fairly anxious about

something. The easiest thing to do is to jump into solutions, such as telling them that ‘This is the wrong time to sell,’ or

‘Your portfolio will weather the storm.’” That can be counterproductive in some cases. Why? “Because when people are

stressed and anxious their logic and reasoning is compromised.” In that setting, offering a rational answer up front, even

if it’s financially sound advice, can be problematic.

Instead, Whitehurst explains that “we take them through a framework to help them clearly think through the issues at

stake in order to make better decisions.”

As an example, he says that if a client calls and wants to suddenly go to cash, the first step is to clarify what’s driving that

decision. A high-anxiety call about market worries can mask other issues. Perhaps a client’s focus on a market correction

is really a new concern that their lifestyle in retirement will be inhibited. With that in mind, the first priority is to engage

the client in a conversation. “We want to give them a chance to pause and allow them time and space to think clearly.”

Whitehurst adds that clients who are stressed may be confusing facts with a narrative they’re telling themselves, such as:

If x happens in the world I’ll be damaged in some way. The goal is to help them separate the facts from the story, for two

main reasons.
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First, clients need to recognize that the story they’re worried about may or may not happen. Second, even if some event

occurs, there are likely to be costs and benefits. A market decline will bring a loss of principal in the short term, but that

offers an opportunity to rebalance and pick up equities on the cheap. “We try to help them see both sides and separate

themselves from the story they’re telling.”

The next step in dealing with a stressed client, Whitehurst continues, is to help the person think about the possibility of a

so-called money-message bias that’s driving their anxiety. These lessons may date to childhood, he says—a penny saved

is a penny earned, for instance. “These messages may not be inherently bad unless they’re inconsistent with what’s

important.”

He says JOYN advisors take clients through mental exercises to help sort out the messages. Key questions to ask include:

Is the message consistent with your financial goals? “If your message is: ‘I can never save enough money for a rainy day’

and it’s causing you to have an extreme reaction, you need to rephrase that.” In other words, recognize that “it’s OK to

spend money on things or weather a little negativity around things that are important for the financial goal.”

At this point, it’s appropriate to address the hard facts about the financial data and the markets. In other words, remind

clients that corrections are normal; there’s no return without risk; and their portfolio is designed to provide liquidity in

the short run and growth for the longer term.

“The important part is the sequence,” Whitehurst concludes. “Oftentimes people start with a logical financial

conversation, but clients may not be thinking rationally.” It’s important, he emphasizes, to recognize if they’re not

hearing you, in which case standard conversation isn’t helping.
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